The Directory Section is a continuing feature of E&A. It is a source of information on groups and periodicals concerned with ethical questions about treatment of non-humans. The groups and periodicals themselves provide the information, subject to space limitations and minor editing by the E&A staff. The policy of the Directory is one of maximum inclusiveness, i.e., a submitted listing for a group or periodical will be included unless it is wholly irrelevant, manifestly libellous, or clearly pornographic. It is hoped that local, state, provincial, regional, national and international groups of all sorts will submit listings. To obtain a listing form for your organization, or to recommend that another group be listed, contact the SSEA office.

Periodicals

AGENDA
P.O. Box 5234
Westport, CT 06880

AGENDA, a journal of animal liberation, is devoted to fostering greater cooperation and unity within the animal liberation/rights/welfare movement. It tries to provide a forum in which the movement can exchange ideas and discuss the problems and issues before it. It tries to activate and facilitate two processes vital to the building of a more effective, progressive movement: (1) the refinement and filling out of our theoretical base, and (2) the evolution of strategies and tactics for political change. AGENDA is currently funded by the Animal Rights Network, Inc., but is editorially separate from any animal welfare or animal rights organization. Its departments include movement news, letters from readers, articles and papers, and editorial comment. "That's Speciesism!" highlights a particularly speciesist attitude or practice. "Reading for Revolution" contains book reviews, quotes, excerpts and references of interest to animal liberation activists and advocates. AGENDA is published quarterly without charge although donations help. Submissions are welcome. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

ANIMAL RIGHTS LAW REPORTER

See SAR listing in Organizations Section.

Animal Rights Network News
P.O. Box 5234
Westport, CT 06880

Animal Rights Network News is the bi-monthly newsletter of Animal Rights Network, Inc.

ARN News features articles on the activities of existing groups within the movement with the purpose of establishing a network of communication among them. Other regular features include vegetarian recipes, book reviews, news from Canada and other countries, correspondence from readers.

Free with membership to ARN.

HUMANE EDUCATION

See WAA'E listing in the Organization Section.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR THE STUDY OF ANIMAL PROBLEMS
2100 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

The JOURNAL is aimed at an academic and professional audience and will explore issues in the animal welfare field in a scholarly and technical manner. The JOURNAL will carry major review and original articles on a wide variety of topics, including philosophical and legal aspects, as well as news items, editorials, comment pieces, and book reviews. The JOURNAL will provide a much needed focus for a multi-disciplinary field and establish animal welfare science as a professional and credible academic pursuit. Subscriptions: $25, individual; $45, institutions; $75, students.

KIND

See HSUS listing in the Organizations Section.

NSMR BULLETIN

See NSMR listing in the Organizations Section.

WHALE REPORT

See WPF listing in Organizations Section.